Contemporary Style And Traditional Elegance to Suit Every Need
Attractively designed, the keypad’s sculpted contours are ideally suited to today’s fresh, contemporary décors. Features include large, well-spaced buttons which are clearly labeled with operating functions, and a lighted finger-hold on the keypad’s protective door. The matching intercom unit can be fully integrated with the keypad or mounted separately as an attractive standalone station.

Contemporary Selection
To accommodate your specific security needs, there are two keypad models in the contemporary style: The programmable message LCD that provides operating instructions in easy to understand language, and the ICON display which uses symbols to communicate the status of your system.

Intercom Unit
The curved, contemporary style of the intercom unit makes it equally attractive as a standalone station.

Partner’s Contemporary Keypads And Intercom

Contemporary Style
Contemporary Programmable Message LCD Keypad, with matching intercom unit.

Flexibility
The base of the contemporary keypad can be removed and replaced with a Partner intercom (shown left).

Partner’s Traditionally Styled Keypads And Intercom

The clean and beautifully simple design of Partner’s
Traditional keypads feature five one-touch function keys to simplify standard operations and a flip-down cover that keeps buttons and instructions hidden from view until you need them. Three oversized emergency keys can instantly summon help when needed.

**Traditional Style Options**
Partner's keypad models in traditional styling tell you at a glance the status of your system, through the programmable message LCD, or the easy to understand fixed message display.

**Standalone Intercom**
Partner's traditionally styled intercom, when mounted as a standalone station, is appealing and understated.

**Traditional Elegance**
Partner's traditionally styled Fixed Message Keypad, with matching intercom unit.

---

**Added Safety, Security & Convenience**

**Intercom Network**
You can greatly increase your security and peace-of-mind with Partner's customized intercom option. For example, you'll be able to check-in on the baby's room to know there's no problem, and be able to identify callers before unlocking the door.

**Advanced Motion Detectors**
Partner's motion detectors combine improved sensitivity and outstanding reliability to provide superior surveillance characteristics. The addition of strategically positioned motion detectors will maximize your protection.

**High Performance Smoke Alarms**
Partner's specially engineered fire detection devices

**Glassbreak Detector**
Partner's glassbreak
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feature patented smoke chambers and advanced detection patterns, providing critical early detection of heat and smoke. Designed to be monitored 24 hours a day with your security system.

detector employs advanced sound analysis technology, making it the most accurate detector on the market. Compact in size, it blends into any décor and provides effective protection against one of a burglar’s easiest means of entry.

Home Automation

Your Partner system can be customized to do many other chores besides taking care of security. For example, it can adjust your heating or air conditioning, control your lights, garage door or outdoor sprinkler system.

Alternative Communication Link Option

If the phone link to your monitoring station is disrupted, your Partner alternate solution automatically begins using radio frequency to communicate. This link is not affected by bad weather, accidental line breaks or intentional cuts by intruders.

Control Options

Remote Controls

With Partner’s wireless key, you can disarm your system before entering your main entrance. Partner also offers a hand-held keypad that gives you control from wherever you are in your home or office, and a necklace pendant that can be pressed to summon immediate help.

Remote Telephone Access

Lets you access your security system from anywhere in the world. Using a tone telephone, you’ll instantly know the status of your system. You can also arm or disarm your system over the phone, saving you from having to be there.

Card Access Control

Easy-to-carry and difficult to copy, access cards are replacing keys in many businesses and homes. Partner’s access cards can be programmed to suit your individual needs, allowing access to specific or all doors, including gates and garages.

Right For You, For All The Right Reasons